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Cozy atmosphere rooms with rustic walls
6820 micro decor is a through-coloured wall plaster that provides a nice rustic look.
It can be used on walls in both living room, hallway, rooms, kitchen, utility room and
in bathrooms outside the shower. 6820 micro decor withstands water splashing, but
not direct water on the surface which occurs in showers.
6820 micro decor is a ready-to-use and coloured wall plaster that is mixed with
water and applied to substrate with steel or plastic trowel in one or more layers. The
finished hardened wall plaster can be applied directly to all types of solid substrates
such as lightweight concrete, masonry, cement-based and plastered walls, when
primed with 4170 decor primer, and painted or tiled walls.

Available in several ready-mixed standard colors

White
01

Silver
02

Steel
04

Grey
06

The color card
is for guidance only
Digital color cards and printed matter
cannot reproduce color
and structure 100% correct

Anthracite
08

Wine
58

Aubergine
45

Ocean
38

Olive
28

Application
Making ready
Surface must be dry, sound, free
from dust, grease, soap and loose
particles. Absorbent substrate
should be primed with 4170 decor
primer. Dense surfaces may need
cleaning with 7110 base cleaner.

Repetition
If a smooth and even surface is
desired, another thinly scraped
layer is applied when the first
layer is dry, however, no earlier
than 3 hours.

Finish
Applying of 4720 decor
topcoating can be carried out
6-12 hours at the earlist after
screed compound is applied.
Use a smooth paint roller and
apply from floor to ceiling to
avoid dripping that may become
visible when work is finished.

Preparation
6820 micro decor is mixed with
water with a slow speed mixing
drill for 2-3 min. Leave mixture
for 2-3 min. before mixing again.
Apply with a wide trowel in layer
of 2 mm thickness.

Pre-treatment
When wall plaster compound is
hardened, use fine sandpaper or
ecentric grinder in order to make
a completely smooth surface.

Useful information
Be careful not to make rolling
tracks when applying. Therefore,
roll in different directions until
tracks are evenly distributed on
surface. During application surface gets a wet appearance that
disappears within 1-3 days.

Useful information
As wall plaster strokes can contribute to variegrated surface,
equally uniform strokes must be
avoided. Apply in short
semicircular strokes.

Other surfaces
6820 micro decor can also be
applied to painted and tiled surfaces, after they have been cleaned
and degreased with 7110 base
cleaner and/or 7120 ceramic
cleaner. On tiles first apply foundation of 6820 micro decor.

Cleaning
The topcoat makes surface easy
to clean in order to washed with
a cloth moistened with water or
mild detergents.

You need as follows:
• 4170 decor primer
• 6820 micro decor
• 4720 decor topcoating
• Trowel of 15-20 cm
• Smooth paint roller
• Fine grained sandpaper if any

Avoid stains on finished wall
4720 decor topcoat can successfully be used as
impregnation on wall plaster when it is hardened,
at the earliest after 6-12 hours.
4720 decor topcoat gives neutral surface protection that rejects splashes from liquids. However,
liquid should be immediately wiped off in order to
prevent it from drying into the surface.

- see more on our product data sheet at www.mira.eu.com
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